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RWCU Failure to Isolate Due to a Faulty Bypass Switch
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At 0633 on 8/7/86 with the plant in mode 1 and operating at 100 percent
rated reactor power, the Division II leakage detection system

; differential temperature switch began actuating erratically. The Reactor
! Water Cleanup (RWCU) heat exchanger room high temperature alarm

annunciated once and stayed on a second time due to the differential
temperature switch actuations, but the expected RWCU isolation did not
occur. The RWCU isolation logic bypass switch was taken to the bypass
position to facilitate removing the demineralizer filter beds from

! service. When this switch was returned to the normal position, the
| Division II RWCU valves isolated. The differential temperature and logic

bypass switches were replaced, after which the RWCU system was restored
to operation. Since the isolation signal generated by the failed
differential temperature switch was not valid, the health and safety of
the public was not affected by this event.
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REPORTED CONDITION

At 0633 on 8/7/86 with the plant in mode 1 and operating at 100
percent rated reactor power, the Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) Division
II leakage detection system differential temperature switch
(lE31-N612B) began actuating erratically. Alarm 2376 "RWCU HX ROOM HI
TEMP" annunciated once and then stayed on a second time due to the
differential temperature switch actuations, but the expected RWCU
isolation did not occur. At approximately 0635, the RWCU system logic
bypass switch 1E31A-S1B was placed into the bypass position to
facilitate removing the demineralizer filter beds from service. After
the filter beds were removed from service at 0708 the bypass switch
was placed back into the normal position and the Division II RWCU
system isolation valves (1G33-MOVF001, F028, F040, and F053)
automatically closed. The differential temperature switch was
replaced, calibrated per Surveillance Test Procedure STP-207-5244, and
placed back into service. It was felt that the logic bypass switch
1E31A-S1B caused the failure of the Division II valves to isolate, so
it was also replaced. The RWCU system was successfully restored to
operation at 1110 on 8/8/86.

Root cause of the failure of the inboard RWCU isolation valves to
isolate was the failure of two contacts on switch 1E31A-S1B to return
to the open position when the switch was returned to the normal
position. Root cause of the Division II isolation signal was the
failure of the Riley differential temperature switch. It should be
noted that the differential temperature switch failed in the

-

conservative direction. Root causes of these switch failures has not
yet been determined. Nuclear Plant Engineering is investigating the
root causes for these switch failures. Should generic corrective
action be required as a result of the root cause analysis, a
supplemental report will be submitted.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

Since the isolation signal generated by the failed differential
temperature switch was not valid, the health and safety of the public

|
was not affected by this event.
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G UEaF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY
RIVER Bf hD STATION POST OFFICE BOX 220 ST FRANCISVILLE, LOUISIANA 70775

AREA CODE 604 635 6094 346 8651

September 9, 1986
RBG- 24328
File Nos. G9.5, G9.25.1.3

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Sir:

River Bend Station - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-458

Please find enclosed Licensee Event Report No. 86-050 for
River Bend Station - Unit 1. This report is. submitted pursuant
to 10CFR50.73.

Sincerely,

f Y
.

J. E. Booker
Manager-Engineering,
Nuclcar Fuels & Licensing
River Bend Nuclear Group

TFP/PDG/DAS/je

cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

;

INPO Records Center
1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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